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Abstract
As ideological and political element is an essential element in the entire education process, it is of great significance to foster virtues and promote rounded development of people, improve teaching outcomes, and help students majoring in civil engineering receive well-rounded education. This paper takes “Bridge Engineering”, one of the core courses of civil engineering, as an example, and explores the teaching reform and practices around the current inadequacies in incorporating ideological and political elements into university education, in an effort to provide reference for the ideological and political teaching reform and practice of the course “Bridge Engineering”.
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1. Introduction
The work of integrating ideological and political elements into the university education provides a new platform and mechanism for cultivating talents and fostering virtues under the new circumstances. Chinese president Xi Jinping, also General Secretary of the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee, stressed the importance at a meeting on ideological and political work in China’s universities and colleges. He said universities and colleges should make full use of classroom teaching, ensure higher education adhere to correct political orientation, and strengthen teaching on ideological and political theory through reforms to make ideological and political education more appealing. Indoctrinating students to have certain ideological beliefs can neither be a solution to fully carrying out the reform nor meet students’ needs for learning professional knowledge, so the key tasks for such reform that teachers need to explore lies in how to enable students to be more motivated to improve their ideological quality and political awareness when learning knowledge from major-focused courses. It should be noted that ideological and political education is not equal to simply presenting some cases to students; rather, we should make sure “the cases have to fit well with class teaching”. To that end, ideological and political education depends on theoretical teaching given by a few political teachers. What’s more, all teachers in charge of major-focused courses shall participate in ideological and political education and work hard to set up a system. Therefore, the major-focused knowledge is integrated with ideological and political education. How to integrate is a topic worth exploring further. When passing the major-focused knowledge on to students, teachers are also expected to integrate such ideological and political elements as the correct outlook on life, the sense of social responsibility, patriotism, loving the Party and national rejuvenation with the entire teaching process. The socialist core values should run through the whole process of college education. Such integration will not only help consolidate students’ major-related theoretical skills, but also help them foster a correct outlook on life and sense of values and always cherish deep love for our great country and sense of responsibility, in order to cultivate students to be young progressives with selfless devotion to forge ahead.

How to integrate the ideological and political education into the teaching process of civil engineering and how to figure out effective teaching design in this regard are pressing issues worth serious consideration. This paper...
takes one of the core courses for civil engineering - “Bridge Engineering” as an example, analyzes the current inadequacies in incorporating ideological and political elements into the teaching of this course, and explores feasible reform and practices, in an attempt to provide reference for improving the ideological and political education in the process of giving other courses related to STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics).

2. Analysis Into the Current Ideological and Political Education in the Course of Bridge Engineering

As one of the core courses for civil engineering, “Bridge Engineering” aims to give students a whole picture of bridge engineering and encourage them to use the knowledge learned from multiple courses to complete tasks such as bridge design and evaluation. Meanwhile, through the teaching, students are cultivated to become outstanding civil engineers that can have a strong work ethic, foster respect for science, love our great country and champion the pursuit of fine workmanship. At present, the integration of ideological and political education into this course is under exploration, and some typical problems listed below are in dire need of solutions.

2.1 Difficulties in Integration

Most STEM teachers fail to accumulate sufficient knowledge necessary to give ideological and political education. Besides, the long-held stereotypes that only the teachers of ideological and political theory courses are responsible for cultivating students’ moral integrity still die hard in the minds of some STEM teachers, so they fail to attach enough importance and find it difficult to integrate ideological and political education into their teaching process. Although teachers of the “Bridge Engineering” course are qualified to deliver major-focused knowledge to their students, many are besieged with the difficulty of incorporating ideological and political education into their classes due to insufficient liberal-arts knowledge. Some teachers have already got down to seek approaches for better integration, only to find that their exploration bring about limited effects. In their teaching practices, ideological and political elements are not well integrated with the major-focused knowledge, thus greatly reduce the positive impacts of ideological and political education.

2.2 Monotonous Teaching Models

Most civil engineering teachers in colleges and universities are masters and doctoral degree holders, which means they have received solid training on carrying out scientific researches, but they are inexperienced in teaching and are more familiar with traditional teaching models. Besides, most civil engineering teachers used to be STEM majors or graduated from STEM universities, so they haven’t received systematic training on teaching as those graduating from normal universities. As a result, when they teach “Bridge Engineering”, they don’t develop a deep understanding of the teaching concepts, models and methods, and fail to adopt diversified teaching patterns.

2.3 Assessment Mechanism Not Put in Place

In the process of making teaching plans for the course “Bridge Engineering” and evaluating the teaching effects, most only focus on whether the course system is reasonable, whether the teaching contents conform to the syllabus, and whether the practice sessions proceed as scheduled. They evaluate the effectiveness of classroom teaching and talent cultivation with a set of relatively simple, easy-to-quantify and easy-to-operate indicators. Many teachers have emphasized that ideological and political education play a big part in teaching and evaluation process, and they also incorporated various ideological and political elements, including morality integrity, scientific literacy and humanistic care in the course “Bridge Engineering”. However, most of such attempts cannot be assessed by scientific evaluation standards. Even worse, very few approaches miss out the evaluation process, which on the one hand fail to highlight the purpose of the ideological and political education, and meanwhile discourage the efforts to map out further measures for improvement and reduce the effectiveness of such measures. Finally, the ideological and political education cannot play its role to the full extent.

3. Reform and Practice Exploration

In order to better achieve the teaching objectives of the course “Bridge Engineering”, this paper analyzes, summarizes and reflects on some common problems concerning the integration of ideological and political education, and seeks to find solutions.

3.1 Enhancing Teachers’ Competence in Ideological and Political Education

The key to guarantee the quality of ideological and political education in major-focused courses teaching lies in strengthening work on building the teaching workforce and raise the teachers’ awareness and understanding of ideological and political theories. Therefore, relevant institutions should carry out more training on improving teachers’ competence to give better ideological and political education in their major-focused courses, and enable
them to fully understand and pay attention to the latest development and trends related to ideological and political education through political theory training and other means. At the same time, the training on better integrating ideological and political education into the teaching process of “Bridge Engineering” should be delivered. During the training session, teachers can know more relevant teaching experience and methods, and exchange ideas with ideological and political theory teachers. We can also encourage the teachers in charge of major-focused courses to prepare lessons, give lessons and share resources together with the ideological and political theory teachers, and we can even paired up those who find it difficult to integrate ideological and political elements into their classroom teaching with the teachers of ideological and political theory, so the overall competence of “Bridge Engineering” teachers in giving quality ideological and political education will be enhanced. In addition, teachers of major-focused courses should be encouraged to optimize or change their outdated teaching methods, and try to integrate various ideological and political elements into diversified teaching methods such as flipped classroom and case studies, so as to strengthen their competence in give quality ideological and political education.

3.2 Reforming Teaching Models

The course “Bridge Engineering” is featured with heavy teaching load and complex teaching content. If we intend to integrate the ideological and political elements into classroom teaching, traditional teaching models cannot help achieve the teaching objectives, i.e., students can receive major-focused knowledge and meanwhile improve their moral characteristics and humanistic quality. Therefore, teachers can turn to the application of the online and offline interactive teaching and make full use of teaching resources available on the MOOCs launched by other universities on various platforms. What’s more, teachers can also set up their own resource libraries to enable students to preview the materials concerning ideological and political education as well as the videos recording the on-site bridge construction. In this way, students can both learn major-focused knowledge and meanwhile enhance their moral integrity. When students preview the video resources ahead of classes and exchange their opinions during classroom discussion, they can better foster virtues.

3.3 Putting in Place a Sound and Long-Term Mechanism

Improving the long-term operation mechanism featuring the integration of ideological education into the entire teaching process covers two areas: establishing a scientific and reasonable evaluation system and an incentive mechanism. The former is a necessary condition for testing the effectiveness of the ideological and political education during major-focused classes, and also serves as the basis for formulating other measures for improvement. In this regard, universities and colleges are expected to reform the methods currently used to evaluate teachers’ education and students learning. Guiding students to have correct outlook and fostering virtues should also be included in the assessment indicators. The evaluation on the teaching effectiveness of ideological and political education should be given regularly, and the final assessment and the phased assessment should be placed equal emphasis. Then, a long-term mechanism that assessment can ensure ideological and political education better fit in major-focused teaching will be set up. At the same time, we should know well that the above-mentioned reform cannot be accomplished in one stroke and we cannot rest on our laurels indefinitely once existing problems are solved, in an effort to ensure the mechanism can function well all the time.

4. Conclusion

In the process of integrating the ideological and political elements into the teaching of “Bridge Engineering”, more efforts should be urged to enhance teachers’ competence, reform the teaching models, and put in place a long-term mechanism to help students gradually promote patriotism. These efforts will foster a strong sense of national dignity and confidence, enhance the students’ love for their majors, and cultivate their aesthetic ability. In this way, the students will enhance their capability to appreciate and create beauty, better practice socialist core values, and comprehensively improve their overall quality.
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